Me again! Some helpful information from Heidi Salati. We've gotten a ton of questions about sourcing products for contractors.

Here are some ideas on sourcing hand sanitizer and masks.

1) Contact a medical supply company - best all in one source but their stock of sanitizer and masks will most likely be strained. If unsure of who to contact - reach out to your local health department & explain the situation. They should be able to give a couple of local, reputable supplier names - keep in mind their staff are extremely overwhelmed now.

2) CVS, Rite Aid, Walgreens online may have masks in stock and will have the sanitizer but not have the best prices. Short term solution.

3) Go to Walmart or Target - brick and mortar stores or online for sanitizer. Stock may be low but bigger retailers will have a better chance of carrying enough sanitizer where a case, for example, may be purchased.

4) Amazon.com. Did a search and most prices look fine - they are monitoring gauging closely. Search under medical or surgical masks and sanitizer.

5) Gojo - brand of hand sanitizer (professional grade made by Purell) that you see in all medical facilities. You can go to their website, www.gojo.com, and search hand sanitizer. It will allow you to select a product and it will pull up where it can be purchased in your area. Again, this is professional grade but the site specs Purell products, too.

6) A number of local distilleries are producing hand sanitizer and may be worth exploring some in your area. www.breitbart.com/health/2020/03/17/...